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Education 

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY  2016-ONWARD (GPA 3.8) 

· Pursuing major in Computer Engineering. 

o Coursework includes Cornerstone of Engineering, Discrete Structures, and Embedded Systems 

Design: Enabling Robotics. 

▪ Programming with C++, MatLab, and Arduino, hands-on robotics and electronics projects, 

SolidWorks and AutoCAD basics, RSA encryption, algorithm analysis, engineering ethics, and 

the design process. 

o Projects include the construction of an autonomous robot using infrared sensors programmed 

with Arduino, a simulation of rocket trajectory using forward difference numerical integration in 

MatLab, a counterfeit coin detection machine programmed with Arduino that tests conductivity 

and resistivity, and using a Wii remote to control a robotic arm.  

Experience 

SALES/TECHNICIAN | BROOKLYN DRONES | BROOKLYN, NY | JUNE 2016-AUGUST 2016 

· Repaired and worked with a multitude of aerial drones, including well known products such as DJI, 

Yuneec, and Parrot. This consists of disassembly, assessment, repair, and reassembly.  

· Various electronics tasks, including dealing with batteries, circuit boards, motors, and soldering wires. 

RESEARCH ASSISTANT | ALERT CENTER OF EXCELLENCE | BOSTON, MA | JUNE 2017-
PRESENT 

· Operated a millimeter wave imaging machine which scanned various objects to detect explosive 

threats. This included operating the machine in LabView and processing the images in MatLab 

· Processing and interpreting the received images, such as stitching together 2D image slices of an object 

to get a 3D rendering of that object in MatLab. 

· In depth FPGA use, including programming in VHDL within the Quartus software.  

· Proper handling of sensitive electronic and lab related equipment, and following the lab regulations in 

order to maintain a safe and comfortable work environment.  

Skills & Abilities 

· Soldering and circuit board experience. 

· Familiarity with machine tools and lab safety precautions and procedures. 

· Experienced with Autodesk Inventor, AutoCAD, SolidWorks, Multisim, and Quartus software. 

· Experienced with the Microsoft Office suite, and can work on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS. 

· Experienced programming skills, including C++, Arduino, HTML, CSS, MatLab, and VHDL. 

· Can work well in groups as well as solo.  

· Quick to learn new tasks and ideas. 

· Well organized and thorough with all projects and assignments.  


